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 “We are resisting the notion that Lagos represents an african city en route to becoming modern. 

rather, We think it possibLe to argue that Lagos represents a deveLoped, extreme, paradigmatic 
case study of a city at the forefront of gLobaLizing modernity. 

this is to say that Lagos is not catching up With us. 

rather, We may be catching up With Lagos. 

the african city forces the re conceptuaLization of the city itseLf.

(kooLhaas, 2009;193)

Chapter 3: Engaging with the Network

3.0.1 probLem statement

design principLes that underpin architecturaL interventions in 
deveLoping areas do not fuLLy embrace the fLuxuaL nature of the 
contextuaL netWorks.

In order to design an intervention that supports an intangible network, a process 
of engagement is required to investigate the requirements of a host network, in 
this case the building retail network of Mamelodi, Gauteng.

Mamelodi, Gauteng has been chosen as the laboratory of research due to the 
current influx from rural environments, rapid rate of urbanization, mass housing 
projects and termed ‘informality’.

part 1: background to the netWork

A brief overview of the developmental history and context in which the research 
was conducted.

part 2: the intangibLe netWorks

An initial site visit revealed a potential network around the Mamelodi Brickyards.
This was followed up with a 10 day documentation process.

part 3: anaLysis of findings

Several emergent concepts based on observed site conditions are analyzed and 
translated into architectural themes. 

Illus: 31 Symbol of the social capital - the act of self guidance and control (Author, 2011)
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3.0.2 considering an intervention
 
When engaging with a context such as South Africa’s developing areas, it is 
extremely difficult to find design generators in their traditional form as the nature 
of these environments is so fluid and the social heirachy so organically structured. 

This fluidity is noted by John Habraken who states that "The built environment has always 
been self organizing". He further explains that professionals will always be intervening 
in natural and ongoing process. 

Despite the design professional’s increasing ability to effect large scale change in 
the built environment, it will always follow its own laws. (Habraken, 2008:326)

Habraken speaks here of the nature of the human spirit reflecting itself through  
its environmental manifestation from the micro through to the macro. 

Human creativity is irrepressible. The desire to invent, renew, and re-interpret 
makes environments bloom. Designers tend to record the innovative while 
ignoring the familiar, but the familiar, which designer initially depend on, will 
eventually transform it. (Habraken, 2008:316)

Through a process of engagement the aim of this chapter is to not only engage 
with a network, but to identify where the familiar will generate form and spatial 
thematic design informants to create a successful intervention based from the 
roots up. 

Habraken states that the act of building, by professional or inhabitant, is an 
expression of control over form.  Although it takes place while a building takes 
shape, it is ultimately temporary.  (Habraken, 2008:88)

This notion is key, especially in the context of Mamelodi. He offers further that 
once building is complete inhabitation takes over. Eventually habitation will trigger 
additional transformation over form. The act of building then resumes. (Habraken, 

2008:88)

A corresponding space formed by physical parts is not required for territorial space 
to exist. All that is needed is an agent exercising spatial control (Habraken, 2008:129)

The principle taken from Habraken’s work is that a traditional intervention is not 
necessarily the only way to engage with such a fluid and dynamic context. 

Illus: 32 Permanent structural elements exemplifying their temporality - the bricks (Author, 2011)
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demographics

ToTAl PoPulATIoN:   359 122 
HouSEHoldS:   106 670 
AvE HH SIzE:   3.4 
AvE PoPulATIoN dENSITy:  9 415.5 km² 
ECoNomICAlly ACTIvE PoP:  70%
(GAPP [demacon],2010:149) 

retaiL in mameLodi

mAmElodI CroSSING:   41.2% 
mAx CITy:     6% 
ouTSIdE mAmElodI:    54.2% 

(GAPP [demacon],2010:180) 

Mamelodi has a rich history of 
development alongside Pretoria’s own 
growth, and still provides a buffer for the 
rural population who wish to move closer 
to the urban centre of Tshwane. 

Mamelodi is the one of the oldest 
‘townships’ in South Africa, as a result 
the inhabitants have access to older 
and relatively larger infrastructure 
in comparison to more temporary 
settlements that have emerged in 
Gauteng’s post apartheid era. 

The average household income by 60% of 
the inhabitants is more than R3 000 a 
month (GAPP [demacon],2010: 155-158) while transport 
is still primarily by foot at 36.4% (GAPP 

[demacon],2010: 155-158) While more than 78% of 
residents have access to basic services 
there is still an ever growing non-
serviced portion of the population that is 
constantly augmented by rural migration.   
(GAPP [demacon]2010: 161) 

Illus: 33 mamelodi in context ( Author [GAPP,2010:56], 2011)
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part1: mameLodi in context
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Illus: 34 mamelodi - major routes, landmarks and divisions- inculding dissertation site in mamelodi East ( Author, 2011)

3.1.1 Land-marked mameLodi
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1860 -  began as a settLement of indigenous peopLe seeking settLement cLose  
 to empLoyment in the then neWLy formed city of pretoria. 
 (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1890 -  the deLagoa bay raiLWay Line Was buiLt to connect pretoria to   
 Lorenco marques (maputo) With the first raiL Way stop being  
 the  eerste fabriek station. (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1913 -  the Location of the factory and the raiLWay Led to decision to turn it  
 into  a bLack african residentiaL area in terms of native Land  
 act of 1913 and Was one of feW pLace Where bLack peopLe couLd oWn  
 Land. (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1947 -  the first government sponsored houses Were fashioned after the   
‘traditionaL’ bantu viLLage. they Were thatched and shaped as   
rondaWeLs to mimic traditionaL Living conditions - residents refused   
to Live in them. (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1945 -  then named,vLakfontein, Was one of the onLy pLanned toWnships,  
 designed by n.t cooper and Who based the Layout on american  
 toWn house pLanning. (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1951 group area’s act Was introduced (Nice & Walker et al 1991) 

1953 -  vLakfontein Was formaLLy procLaimed a ‘bLack toWnship’ (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1954 -  sites and service scheme Was introduced. this refers to seLf-buiLd/ 
 seLf heLp buiLding scheme. the majority of vLakfontein Was  
 buiLt Like this. (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1860

3.1.2 historic background to mameLodi

1860 1890 19451913 1947 1953 1954 1958
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Fig: 6 Historical flux around development of Mamelodi (Author, 2011) (Nice & Walker et al, 1991)

1958 -  as resuLt of post War industriaLization and job seeking, squatter  
 camps formed in Western and northern farms  of mooipLaats  
 and derdepoort. (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1960 - vLakfontein West Was fuLL and began expanding to the east. 
1962 -  the settLement Was officiaLLy named mameLodi (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1991 -  first squatter camp Was situated in mameLodi east, this Was caLLed  
 mandeLa viLLage. (Nice & Walker et al 1991)

1994 - first democratic eLections heLd in south africa.

 the first White papers around housing Were pubLished.

2000 - breaking neW ground Was pubLished

2008 -  shack ‘eradication’ stance by government

2010 -  in situ upgrading of ‘sLum areas’

1960/2 1991 1994 2000 2008 2010
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Illus: 35 mamelodi map depicting brick makers supply, production and distribution network. (Author , 2011)

part 2: the intangibLe netWork
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brick maker selects 
opportune space movement zone

movement zone

movement zonemovement zone

rdP

rdP

rdP

brick maker connects 
with rdp/service 

brick maker connects to 
network of supply and makes 

bricks

bricks, brick makers, material, 
tools create the ‘spatial’ nature of 

yard

brick makers process of spatiaL appropriation

Illus: 37 diagram depicting the brick makers process of appropriation (Author,2011)

Illus: 36 Family Planning- a brickyard in mamelodi East (Author, 2011)

3.2.1 cement brick makers of mameLodi

During the initial site visits to Mamelodi, the discovery of several backyard brick 
factories was made. Initially these businesses seemed haphazard, but after a brief 
interview there appeared to be a larger network behind the small businesses.

It emerged that there was a larger supply chain of resources and a market that fed 
the demand for cement bricks. Upon a closer inspection these bricks were being 
used to supplement and add to the government provided housing. The bricks 
were also being used to support temporary housing in the developing areas of 
Mamelodi. 

Many of the brick makers were registered companies and managed by a family 
member. And generally were supplementary businesses to other forms of income. 
(see Illus: 37)

3.2.2 patterns of appropriation

The brick making businesses themselves appeared to operate in a similar fashion 
to the temporary housing (see Illus: 37):

•	 They select an appropriate area close to major transport routes, 

•	 Make contact with a water source; municipal supply or river,

•	 Procure material from local distributors,

•	 Use the bricks themselves to create temporal space, to advertise bricks and 
channel in potential customers.

3.2.3 fieLd research conducted

A further study was conducted over a ten day period with measured results being 
taken from several interviews with the brick makers. 

The process of engagement with the brick makers was documented and captured 
by photographic, video and field notes. (see Appendix Illus: 2) on (page 153)
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Illus: 38 Profiles of cement brick makers in Mamelodi (Author, 2011)
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3.2.3 study of activities invoLved in cement brick making process
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procurement

cement supply

pick up vehicle

sand supply

rdp housing

delivery vehicle

brick types

brick making 
machinery

water

tools

cement

sand 

machinery use

distributed product

procurement 

processing

processing

processing

production

production

distribution 

manufacture 

procession

manufacture
production

distribution

procession manufacture production

netWork of production
procurement distribution

Illus: 39 diagram depicting the discovered network of production around cement brick makers (Author, 2011)
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3.2.4 summary of fieLd research

The initial research study was held over a period between April and May of 2011. 

Over twenty recorded interviews were conducted, with thirteen unrecorded 
interviews taking place and twelve independent site visits. (see Appendix Illus: 3 , on 
page 154)

During the ten days on-site investigation into the processes around the Mamelodi 
brick makers, several core findings became clear:

•	 the connections betWeen the brick makers Lie mainLy in the suppLy and 
distribution of the materiaLs used: i.e sand, cement & Water. (see Illus: 42)

•	 generaLLy the brick makers have a strong connection With transport 
netWorks in the area as WeLL as the government suppLied services and 
housing in the form of Water and basic services. (see Illus: 39)

•	 peopLe buy materiaLs fairLy incrementaLLy, Leaving bricks and other 
buiLding materiaL around their homes. (see Illus: 44)

•	 the forms of suppLy exist as a baLance of centraLised and de-centraLised 
sources, each functioning to various sectors of the market.

•	 the brick makers expressed major concern about the suppLy and 
distribution of resources in terms of suppLy and demand of bricks vs 
capitaL expenditure on stock. (Appendix Illus: 8, page 159)

•	 there appeared to be a reciprocaL reLationship betWeen the brick makers 
and the temporary housing. (see Illus: 42)

connections betWeen brick makers & suppLy netWork

Illus: 41 Identification of connections between brick makers and supply points through lens of participa-
tion (Author,2011)

NETWORK OF CEMENT 
SUPPLY & DISTRIBUTION
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PoSSIBlE dISTrIBuTIoN 
PoINT To ACT AS lINk 
BETWEEN dISPArATE 
FACTIoNS oF BrICk 

mANuFACTurE

Illus: 42 Identification of link between brick makers and housing through resource use i.e. water and space  
(Author,2011)
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pre construction

mid construction

post construction

occupance

3.2.5 observed states of fLexibiLity in groWth

While investigating the brick makers, certain patterns around the growth and 
decay of the houses began to emerge. Wages are used sparingly to buy small 
amounts of building materials which sit outside homes long before the ‘final’ 
product is built. (see Illus: 43)

The growth patterns of homes were observed and noted to have been in steady  
but varied states of growth and adaptation, according to home owners or 
residents needs, requirements or available funds. (see Illus: 44)

Structures that appeared ‘permanent’ and fixed were highly mobile and adaptable,  
being changed and moved according to the needs of the inhabitant, sometimes on 
a daily basis. 

Illus: 43 States of observed flux within self built homes (Author, 2011) Illus: 44 Diagram depciting the states of flux within Mamelodi homes (Author, 2011)
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3.2.6 observed states of mobiLity in groWth

During an early morning interview on the 25 of June, several occupants of 
Pienaarspoort, Extension 12,  were interviewed in their homes around the 
Pienaarspoort Station. Later that afternoon, the same residents had moved their 
entire dwellings to an adjacent site on the orders of a municipal body. 

Not only were their structures highly adaptable and flexible they had a heightened  
mobility that resembled a caravan more than a fixed home. (see Illus: 45)

Certain commercial structures throughout Mamelodi exhibited similar aspects of 
mobility in the form of Container shops, fruit and vegetable stands (stalletjies) and 
various other commercial operations that ran from these mobile platforms. 

Amidst various states of flux there appeared to be several connections between 
the structures and the occupants. (see Illus: 47), (see Illus: 48), (see Illus: 49), (see Illus: 50)

From this observation certain key concepts emerged:

structure in mameLodi existed in various states of:

•	 temporaLity
•	 permanence (in form)
•	 mobiLity
•	 fixity (in Location)

these varying states of existence create varied states of fLux in the nature 
of the structures and the processes around them. (Illus: 52, page 51)

there appeared to be a strong Link betWeen the permanent structuraL 
eLements and the temporary in hoW they each faciLitated the other during 
the process of structuraL groWth (construction). (see Illus: 46)

dISASSEmBlE

STATE oF Flux IN TEmPorAry HouSING

2 HrS

rE-ASSEmBlE

movE 
mATErIAl

1 Hr

1 Hr doNE

Illus: 45 observed relationship between temporary brick makers and permanent housing (Author, 2011)

Illus: 46 relationship between temporary and permanent housing elements in structural growth  
(Author, 2011)
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permanent

permanent

permanent

permanent
permanent

temporary

temporary

temporary

temporary

temporary

Illus: 47 double Storey Self-build onto rdP (Author, 2011)

Illus: 48 rdP with potential future growth (Author, 2011) Illus: 49 Self-build with future bricks in yard (Author, 2011)

Illus: 50 rdP with sheet addition and bricks waiting (Author, 2011)
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part 3: interpretation of findings
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Illus: 51 Diagram depicting the Methodology of emergence through states of fluxual growth as seen in Mamelodi (Author, 2011)
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3.3.1 key findings - summary

Through the process of engagement with the brick makers of Mamelodi and the 
elements in their network of production, a strong theme emerged:

a sense of structuraL mobiLe fLexibiLity enabLing a fLuxuaL groWth of Larger 
structuraL bodies through states of temporaLity and permanence.

3.3.2 permanence vs temporaLity

In the context of Mamelodi, there appears to be a hierarchy within the levels of 
permanence and temporality attached to various elements, structural and 
personal. A person is not limited by mobility, but enhanced by it. 

The aspects of temporality provide a flexible structure for an individual, through 
thresholds of emergence, to gain permanence as when needed. (see Illus: 52)

John Habraken describes this condition as the human instinct that drives one to 
build, to endure and to resist time, although one knows that ultimately time will 
win. As humans we instinctively seek permanence. (Habraken,2008: 8) (see Illus: 52)

He describes how a detached observer could recognize the builder as an agent of 
change, but in fact the builder is an actor who, in striving for permanence, engages 
the existing context and transforms what is there. (Habraken,2008: 8)

The built environment, like all complex phenomena, artificial and natural, endures 
by transforming its parts. (Habraken,2008: 7)

The context of Mamelodi exemplifies this condition in the respect placed on brick 
housing. Permanence, in the form of bricks, is a symbol of status in the context of 
developing South Africa. (see Illus: 54)

Habraken draws the metaphor of the built environment as an organism, only so by 
virtue of human intervention. 

The human elements manifested in structure give life and create the spirit-of-
place as long as people are actively involved and find the built environment worth 
renewing, altering,and expanding. Only then it will endure. (Habraken,2008: 7)

Illus: 52 Interpretation of Habraken’s patterns of permanence in settlement (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 53 larger connections between rdP and brick makers through temporary housing. (Author, 2011)
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3.3.3 mobiLity

Tim Creswell notes mobility’s inherent duality as a product of social relations that 
simultaneously acts as an agent of social production.(Edjabe [Cresswell] 2011: 169)

In the case of the Cement Brick Network of production, the aspect of mobility is 
key in terms of accessing services, supply and distribution.

Creswell defines mobility in terms of 6 key factors: 

3.3.4 mobiLity as  a symboL

Although one could see the mobile world as something that replaces a foxed 
world, Creswell points out that one needs to constantly consider fixity and friction 
in contrast to mobility within its context. (see Illus: 54), (see Illus: 55)

Mobility has been described as dysfunctional, as inauthentic and rootless and, 
more recently, as liberating, anti foundational and transgressive in forms of 
representation. (Edjabe [Cresswell] 2011: 168)

During a conference at The University of Witwatersrand’s Faces of the City seminars 
Dr. Megan Jones presented her finding around themes of masculinity and mobility 
in the townships of South Africa.
 
Dr Jones discussed how during apartheid movement was controlled by the 
Pass Laws and the Group Areas Act and that after the regime change the free 
movement of the population was a notable symbol of expression by the South 
African people.

Mobility, in the South African context, can be regarded as an expression of 
freedom.

 the starting point - Why does a person or thing move?
 speed    - hoW fast does a person or thing move?
 rhythm   - in What rhythm does a person or thing move?
 routing   - What route does it take?
 experience    - hoW does it feeL?
 friction   - When and hoW does it stop?

Illus: 55 Simplification of current human permanence being replaced by digital temporality and 
mobility - 21th Century (Author, 2011)

Illus: 54 Simplification of human mobility through history - Pre 20th Century (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 56 Diagrams depicting elements of flexibility in Architecture and examples [otts,2011] (Author, 2011)

3.3.5 fLexibiLity

Architecturally flexibility is considered a modern issue. It became a crucial aspect 
when designers realized that attempting to fit a building form precisely to its 
function ignores the potential and inevitable growth and change that will occur 
over time. (otts, 2011: 105)

A number of strategies  are proposed for achieving  the needed flexibility (see Illus: 
56): 

adaptabLe architecture - adaptable structures features re-positionable 
partitions or are changeable per user or occupant. 
i.e. Rietveld House

universaL architecture - what typifies a universally flexible building is its ease of 
adaptation per use. These buildings are often characterized by open floor plans 
and typology free design to be accessed and used by all.
i.e.  Eames House, Crown Hall by Mies Van Der Rowe.

movabLe architecture -  movable flexible buildings consist of re-locatable or re-
positionable structures or buildings capable of being torn down and reassembled 
in another location.
i.e. Nomadic tents, Airstream Trailers.

convertibLe or transformabLe space - relies upon technology  to quickly  change 
the characteristics of space within a  minimum effort. Characterized by modular 
design that is capable of adding or removing units or components such as hotel 
ballrooms that can be converted from one large space to many smaller spaces.
i.e. Archigram’s Plug-in City, University of Phoenix Stadium.

responsive space- involves architecture that moves, as it responds to changing 
demands. 
i.e. Jean Neuval’s Di Monte Building

muLti strategic space/Loose fit - mainly accommodates growth in design. 
Buildings are designed to be too large and grow as infill increases. 

This Architecture is designed to accommodate a fixed range of current and 
expected future uses. It anticipates a limited number of likely changes to occur 
and provides for built potential for those changes to occur. 

adaptable architecture

universal

movable architecture

transformable

responsive architecture
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3.3.7 strategic intervention 

New structures grow and transform out of the old. Habraken states that we must 
learn to look at the intricate ongoing symbiosis between people and the built 
matter in order to understand this process of transformation. (Habraken, 2008: 45) 

"To perceive how buildings’ intrinsic capacity to adapt and transform represents the key to survival, the 
perspective that has given rise to programmematic functionalism must be transcended." (Habraken, 2008: 46)

In light of built environments’ organic patterns of growth and change, and the 
transformational behavior of its forms, it appears to act very much as  a living 
whole.
 
By understanding the organic nature of appropriated structure and the process 
by which human interaction imbues its properties on a building, one can begin to 
overlap certain conditions to determine niche points of engagement.

3.3.8 strategic design

There is a relationship between the structures we design and those we enable to 
emerge; this relationship is dynamic and in constant need of adjustment. (Hamdi, 

2010:89)

Structure, by design, offers a network a shared context of meaning and a shared 
sense of purpose and justice with rules and routines that offer continuity and 
stability. The key questions are: 

hoW much structure WiLL be needed before the structure itseLf inhibits 
personaL freedoms, gets in the Way of peopLe and progress? 

at What point does it disabLe the naturaL organic process of emergence? 

Nabeel Hamdi offers that the best way to deal with the elements of change, 
participation or emergence, whether in standards, cultural norms or legal dictates, 
is incrementally and with practical example. He explains this as interventions 
should showcase their process within construction process. (Hamdi, 2010: 45). 

The concept is one of a catalyst - of practical interventions with strategic 
objectives,  that begin by looking for key  starting points. Building of prototypes, is 
key to encouraging appropriation of an intervention. 

3.3.8.1 architecturaL intervention proposaL

An intervention that actively engages with its immediate context through 
architectural means, in order to cultivate ownership and future growth, should 
respond to the existing conditions that enhance that environment:

•	 The intervention should  employ incremental growth patterns, and grow with 
its context. In this way potential ownership is increased as people who 
develop with a building are likely to take ownership of the structure.

•	 The intervention will aim ‘to grow’ through a series of negotiated responses in 
different forms of temporality and permanence depending on the required 
need.

•	 The intervention itself should fluxually grow with its context, and allow for 
responsive flexibility from its users.

3.3.8.2 intervention niche

As stated before the intervention should not replace any functions of its host 
network, in this case the brickmakers, but rather seek to enhance existing 
processes by placement of a niche service(s) that the network cannot provide for 
itself:

•	 At present the supply of cement is from external sources at market prices 
based on the higher end market of large scale industry. 

•	 There is an opportunity to provide the most basic building element for the 
network and its context in order to enhance a developing network for future 
growth.

•	 The connection of this function to an existing mobility node would optimize 
the impact of such an intervention.

3.3.8.3 intervention strategy

By providing a platform of engagement between the intangible connections of the 
brick makers and sub networks around cement use and the tangible connections 
of the mobility route network, an intervention location can be identified. (see Illus: 
57)
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Illus: 57 diagram depicting where the niche intervention lies within the tangible and intangible networks (Author, 2011)
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